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About this toolkit 
This toolkit is intended for early-career researchers interested in establishing a mentoring relationship as a 
mentee. 

Part 1 outlines what mentoring is (and what it is not), helping readers to better understand what a mentor 
is and how it might benefit their professional development. 

Part 2 provides practical guidance for a successful mentoring relationship in the research community. 

Part 3 comprises a set of tools and templates to use in establishing and participating a mentoring 
relationship. 

Throughout the toolkit, this icon is used to highlight tools and templates relevant to the issue being 
discussed. The icon will signpost readers to the relevant sections in Part 3. 
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Mentor 

/ˈmɛntɔː/ 

Noun. An experienced and trusted adviser. 

Verb. Advise or train (someone, especially a younger colleague). 

 

 

Mentee 

/mɛnˈtiː/ 

Noun. A person who is advised, trained, or counselled by a mentor. 

 

 

 

 
Photo by LinkedIn Sales Solutions @linkedinsalesnavigator via unsplash.com 
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Part 1. Understanding mentoring 
What is mentoring? 

Mentoring is a one-to-one supportive relationship focused on learning and development, intended to 
support individuals to fulfil their potential. The mentoring process happens when “an experienced 
individual, outside the reporting relationship, holds regular meetings and discussions and takes personal 
interest in guiding and supporting the development of a less experienced person in progressing within and 
beyond their role.”2 

Mentoring is a system of semi-structured guidance whereby one person shares their knowledge, skills, and 
experience to assist others to progress in their own lives and careers. Mentors need to be readily accessible 
and prepared to offer help as the need arises - within agreed bounds. 

Mentors very often have their own mentors. Therefore, current mentees of this programme might wish to 
‘put something back’ and become mentors themselves – it is a chain for ‘passing on’ good practice so that 
the benefits can be widely spread. 

Mentoring can be a short-term arrangement until the original reason for the partnership is fulfilled (or 
ceases), or it can last many years. Mentoring is rather more than ‘giving advice’, or passing on what your 
experience was in a particular area or situation. It's about motivating and empowering the other person to 
identify their own issues and goals, and helping them to find ways of resolving or reaching them - not by 
doing it for them, or expecting them to ‘do it the way I did it’, but by understanding and respecting 
different ways of working. 

Mentoring is not counselling or therapy - though the mentor may help the mentee to access more 
specialised avenues of help if it becomes apparent that this would be the best way forward. 

 

 

 
Photo by Lagos Techie @heylagostechie via unsplash.com 

  

 
2 Hale R (2000) “To match or mis-match? The dynamics of mentoring as a route to personal and organisational 
learning.” Career Development International 5: 223-234. 
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Stages of mentoring 

Like any good relationship, successful mentorship requires awareness of the other party’s needs and 
expectations, effective communication – not least good listening, and good feedback in both directions. 
Both the mentee and mentor need to get optimum benefit from the relationship. 

The figure presents a four-stage mentorship process. 

 
Stage 1: Establish the relationship 

As mentee, do your research: find out about the prospective mentor: not only about their research but also 
about their previous experience and their current commitments. Make contact with your proposed mentor. 
Both mentor and mentee should work to establish the rules and expectations of the relationship.  

Stage 2: Setting direction 

Start with an open conversation that is not overly focused. As a mentor, ask open questions and enable the 
mentee to shape the mentoring goals. Challenge assumptions. Work to a regular pattern that suits mentee 
and mentor. See Appendix III for advice on setting objectives and Appendix IV for possible session topics. 

Stage 3: Progression 

The mentee (usually) arranges regular meetings, about every month, sets the agenda and keeps a short 
note of each meeting about any actions that have been agreed, which inform the agenda of the next 
meeting. There may be challenges to navigate. Stay committed. It may be worth referring together to the 
Researcher Development Framework to reflect on skill areas that the mentee would benefit from 
strengthening and use this to help shape some professional development goals. Review not only progress 
but how the relationship is matching up to expectations. 

Stage 4: Closure 

Mentorship relationships can last months or years. This AREF programme is designed to formally last six 
months, however, mentor pairs can identify different closure points outside of this formal framework if 

1. Establishing the 
relationship
•Building trust

•Learning to communicate
•Bridging differences

•Planning initial meetings

2. Setting direction
•Exploring possibilities

•Setting goals
•Choosing activities

•Working through activities

3. Progression
•Navigating the challenges

•Getting to know and manage 
your limitations

•Staying committed
•Reviewing the relationship

4. Wrapping up and 
moving on

•Continuing the cycle
•Allow the relationship to end 

or evolve
•Planning for new beginning
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they wish. It is sensible for mentee and mentor to agree the closure, celebrating the relationship’s 
successes. The six-month formal end point is a good time for this. At this point AREF will ask you to reflect 
on your experience as a mentee and a mentor to support you moving positively forward in your next steps 
as well as to provide us feedback to continue to improve this programme. Many relationships evolve into 
collaboration or friendship. 

 

 

The relationship between a mentor and a mentee 

The mentoring relationship is intended to be a supportive one. A successful relationship is one that is 
mutually beneficial to both mentor and mentee. It sits outside a formal line management or supervisory 
relationship. The mentor and mentee are equals. 

The role of the mentor is not to function as a stand-in for supervisors or line managers. Mentoring sessions 
should avoid directive supervisory activities and have a more facilitative and coaching focus. It should be 
less academic in nature, and more focused on developing personal resourcefulness, building general 
research skills, wider networking, and professional development.  

However, mentees are welcome to confide in their mentors to discuss how to maintain a positive 
relationship with supervisors or line managers or ask for personal tips on effective academic skills (for 
example, writing in an academic voice, reading techniques). 

 

 

Mentoring code of conduct 

 

 

 

 
Photo by Cytonn Photography @cytonn_photography via unsplash.com 
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Other types of personal and professional support 

A mentoring relationship is not the only type of interpersonal relationship that can help you professionally 
or personally. For example, there is also training, coaching, consulting, counselling, and supervising. It may 
be helpful to think about the different types of relationship in a matrix with two axes: 

1. Asking questions < --- > Giving advice 
2. Creating solutions < --- > Analysing problems 

 

 

 
 

 

Training and mentoring tend to sit in the bottom right-hand box, having an emphasis on giving advice and 
creating solutions. 

Trainers: “I can show you how to do it…” 

Mentors: “I can show you how I did it and introduce you to others…” 

Coaching tends to sit in the top right-hand box, with the emphasis on asking questions and creating 
solutions. 

Coaches: “I can support you to take action and achieve your goals...” 

In reality, there is often a lot of overlap between coaching and mentoring. Some differences between 
training, mentoring, and coaching are noted later in this section. 

Consulting sits in the bottom left-hand box and is typically a time-limited relationship addressing a specific 
project. 

Consultants: “I can give you advice and recommend a course of action…” 

Counselling
•Delivered by a mental 

health care professional
•Helps clients with 

emotional and 
psychological issues

Coaching
•Grows awareness that 

unlocks insights
•Facilitates learning from 

experiments and actions
•Offers tools, processes 

and objective 
observations

Consulting
•Gives expert advice
•Presents defined 

solutions
•Performs tasks and work 

“for” their clients

Training and 
mentoring
•Shares past experiences
•Teaches skills, provides 

knowledge, shares 
insights

•[Mentor] Directly assists 
with networking

Asking questions 

Giving advice 

Analysing 
problems 

Creating 
solutions 
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Counselling and therapy sit in the top left-hand box. Counselling and therapy are delivered by qualified, 
appropriately accredited mental health professionals who can support people to resolve an issue of pain, 
conflict, or emotional dysfunction. 

 

Training versus mentoring versus coaching 

In training or teaching, the main objective is for the trainer to impart knowledge on the learner, with the 
learner taking a subordinate role in this context. It is often short-term, for example a one-day training 
event. 

With mentoring, the main objective is to promote personal and professional development, with the mentor 
acting as the role model in this context. It is often a longer-term endeavour, with both parties benefitting 
from two-way learning. 

With coaching, the coach may not be an expert in mentee’s field of interest but rather a facilitator of 
learning for the mentee. The focus is on unlocking insights and reflections, with the coach offering tools, 
processes, and objective observations. Coaching typically focuses on the present, rather than looking to the 
future. 

 

The overlap between training, mentoring, and coaching may be because… 

 Trainers, mentors, or coaches are not aware of the differences. 
 Some mentors may take a coaching approach. 
 Some trainers may use a coaching style. 
 Mentees may not be clear on the type of relationship they would like. 

 

 Trainer Mentor Coach 

Expert in their field or topic area ✔ ✔ ❔ 
A coach may or may not be 
an expert in the mentee’s 

field of interest 

Knowledge and experience shared with 
learner or mentee ✔ ✔ ❌ 

Knowledge shared in a 1-to-1 setting ❌ ✔ ✔ 

Agenda evolves over time ❌ ✔ ✔ 

‘Owned’ by the learner or mentee ❌ ✔ ✔ 
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Part 2. Guidance for mentees 
 

The success of mentoring depends on the quality of the working relationship developed 
between you and your mentor. As a mentee, your commitment and enthusiasm are vital 

to making a mentoring relationship a success. 

 

Setting up a mentoring relationship 

Finding a mentor3 

Who do you admire? 

Does someone in your organisation have a job that you would really like one day? Who in your team is a 
role model for you? Do you follow someone on Twitter or LinkedIn who is doing amazing work? Is there 
someone in the public sphere who you think is leading the way in your field? 

When looking for a mentor it can be helpful to think about the type of career journey you would like to 
have and identify someone who has trodden a similar path. The person or people who you identify may not 
be your mentor but will give you a sense of the seniority, area of expertise, and personality that would 
make an effective mentor for you. 

Who do you already know? 

We are all part of informal, and sometimes formal, professional networks. Think about your classmates 
from university, your professors and lecturers, your team, your department, people you interact with on 
social media… Your networks are a great source of inspiration in themselves; in addition, people in your 
network may know of someone who would make a great mentor for you. Ask your peers and colleagues for 
their recommendations. 

Think outside the box 

Many researchers often think the best mentor for them will be the most senior professor in their research 
area. However, often a more junior person, who is just a step or two ahead of them in career progression is 
a much better match. This is for a couple of reason. First, that senior professor may often be too busy to 
dedicate much time to mentorship, but second because they moved up their career in a different time. The 
research context has changed dramatically and having a mentor who has successfully dealt with the 
barriers of today can be invaluable. 

It may also be worth thinking about having a mentor who is actually quite different to you in terms of 
career paths or discipline. This is because they can add a different view or perspective that you are unlikely 
to get from within your work context. This can be particularly helpful you are interested in pursuing careers 
outside of academia, giving them insight into other sectors. It may also be helpful if you are interested in 
working with people from that other discipline or sector more closely in the future. This type of mentoring 
can provide support and insight to guide you as you start to work in different areas. 

 

 

 
3 The first two tips in this subsection are inspired by a talk from Anjuli Sastry, given at the Werk It: A Women's Podcast 
Festival in Los Angeles in October 2019. It is freely available to listen to here (opens in YouTube). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-mK5K-8E-o&t=3405s
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Approaching a prospective mentor 

If you already know the person… 

Depending on the closeness of your existing 
relationship, you may or may not need to do some 
additional research (see box to the right). 

Knowing the person in advance means you can better 
tailor your communication with them – for example, by 
mentioning where you met or what you have worked 
on together in the past. 

The nature of your existing relationship will inform the 
degree of formality of your communication. 

If you do not know the person… 

First and foremost: do your research. 

 What is their job title? 
 Where are they working at the moment? Where have 

they worked in the past? 
 What is their area of expertise? How much does this have 

in common with your dream job? 
 What projects are they involved with at the moment? 
 Are they involved in any committees, steering groups, or 

working groups? 
 What publications or outputs have they contributed to? 

(Think about webinars, blog posts, and commentaries as 
well as traditional research publications.) 

 Do you have any mutual contacts or a shared network? 
 Do they have a social media account? (For example, 

Twitter or LinkedIn.) 

This list is not exhaustive but will give you a good start 
to better understanding the person you have 
identified. By doing this research you may find that this 
person is not a great fit for you before you even 
contact them. 

Your research will also inform you on the best 
communication channel through which to contact 
them. 

If you have a mutual contact… 

If you and your prospective mentor have a mutual 
contact – for example, you both previously worked 
with the same person – they may be able to introduce 
you to each other, either in-person or via email. 

It is a good idea to be introduced to your prospective 
mentor by a mutual contact, if possible. 

You will need to use your judgement to assess whether 
you are sufficiently close to your mutual contact to ask 
for an introduction. 

 

Choosing a communication channel 

Communication channel Pros Cons 

In-person This channel may be more appropriate 
when you already know the person. 

May put people on the spot and feel 
uncomfortable. 

May not be possible while COVID-19 
control restrictions are in place. 

Email This channel may be a better choice if you 
do not know the person. 

Allows the recipient to consider your 
communication in their own time. 

May get ignored, especially if the person is 
busy. 

LinkedIn direct message Useful if you do not know the person’s 
email address. 

Allows the recipient to consider your 
communication in their own time. 

May get ignored, especially if the person is 
busy or not active on this platform. 

May feel impersonal. 

 

What to include in your communication 

This list is not exhaustive but gives a starting point for preparing a communication. 

 Who you are. 
 Why you are contacting them. It is prudent to start by asking for an informal meeting without any 

strings attached, with a view to progressing to a mentoring relationship if both parties agree. 
 Be specific about what you like about the person's work and why you want to meet. 
 What you will do to manage the mentoring relationship – for example, preparing agendas in 

advance, scheduling sessions that are convenient to the mentor, etc. Be honest about what you are 
able to do. 
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 Be clear that your email is a genuine invitation and not a demand or obligation. 

Checklist for communicating with a prospective mentor 

 Correct pronunciation or spelling of their name. 
 Correct use of titles and/or postnominals. 
 If in writing only: correct use of spelling, grammar, and punctuation. 

Last, but not least… 

Prepare yourself for a prospective mentor to decline your invitation. This is unlikely to be personal as 
people in senior job roles are typically very busy and may not have capacity to take on a mentee. If this 
happens to you, do not worry! You may wish to ask the person for any recommendations they have for 
others who are interested in taking on mentees. 

 

Arranging sessions 

Agree when, where and how long your sessions will be. Try starting with one session every month, with 
each session lasting 45 to 60 minutes. The timing and duration can be adapted as you progress on your 
mentoring journey. 

Be prepared to be flexible both on times and frequency: previous experience suggests that the need for, 
and benefits of, mentor meetings varies for each individual, and over time. 

 

 

Tips for online mentoring sessions 

 

Preparing for the first session 

Before your first mentoring session, you need to be able to explain what you want from the mentoring 
relationship. Your objectives need to be distinguished from an expression of general direction and 
overarching goals. Objectives must be clear and achievable and must provide a definition of success 
upfront. Clear and achievable objectives typically have five key characteristics: 

Specific: Clear, unambiguous, and focused on specific deliverables 

Measurable: Include milestones and markers to measure progress over time 

Achievable: Realistic but requiring a stretch 

Relevant: Aligned with the overarching goals of the programme 

Time-based: Include a time frame for achieving each specific objective 

Ensure that you think carefully about your objectives and what you want from the mentoring relationship 
before your first session. You do not need to have all your objectives clearly articulated, as you may find 
discussing them with your mentor a helpful step in developing them. 

 

 

Setting goals and objectives 
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The first session 

At your first meeting, aim to cover the following items in collaboration with your mentor: 

 The level and nature of the advice and support that you think you will need and that your mentor 
feels able to provide. This can be reviewed and revised at later stages. 

 What you would like to achieve through the mentoring relationship. 
 Getting to know your mentor better and allowing your mentor to get to know you. 

You may wish to discuss some of these items via email before your first session. 

 

 

Mentoring code of conduct 

First meeting questions 

Examples of mentoring topics 

 

 

Maintaining a mentoring relationship 

Making use of ongoing sessions 

It may be sensible to agree a ‘grace’ period with your mentor. This allows each of you to 
experience the relationship and assess if it is the right fit. It may not be the right fit for many 
different reasons and that is OK. A grace period allows either you or your mentor to close the 
relationship early on. 

Do not worry about asking ‘naïve’ questions and equally do not expect your mentor to know all the 
answers. They should, however, be able to point you in the right direction for further information 
and advice or work with you to identify potential next steps to help you move forward. 

It is a good idea for both mentors and mentees to keep a record of your meetings, noting what has 
been discussed and agreed, and the objectives for your next meeting. 

You may find it valuable to reflect on each of your mentoring sessions. The act of reflection is 
taking the time to think about experiences within your professional life and transforming them into 
meaningful learning opportunities that change your work or practice. Reflection is a personal 
process and does not have to be shared. 

Remember to maintain boundaries appropriate to the relationship. Some mentoring relationships 
may have a coaching style or a more supervisory style (see Training versus mentoring versus 
coaching section) and you are likely to build a close relationship with your mentor. However, 

mentoring is not counselling or therapy and should not be used as such (see Other types of personal and 
professional support section). 

 

 

Mentoring session log 

Mentee reflective practice template 

The Vitae Research Development Framework 
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Characteristics of a research mentee 

Research mentees are researchers at a relative early stage of their careers who are keen to learn how to 
develop their research activities and become part of a larger research community. The mentoring 
relationship can actively enhance their confidence and skills as a researcher, learning from their mentor’s 
experience and knowledge. Mentees must be willing to devote the necessary time to their development, 
setting agreed goals with their mentor and making best use of the new contacts and connections 
established through the process. A mentee should be committed to the principles of mentoring and be 
engaged throughout the process, irrespective of the research field of their mentor. 

Mentees should work on developing a range of skills to gain the most benefit from their mentoring 
experience, including interpersonal communication, planning, and organising and reflective practice. 

The mentoring relationship is interactive and requires the mentee to be committed to setting goals. 
Mentees will need to be able to assess their skills and abilities objectively and to be receptive to feedback 
and coaching for them to gain benefit from the input of their mentor. 

 

As a mentee you should be prepared to… 

 Be supported and encouraged 
 Be challenged and questioned 
 Listen and be listened to 
 Learn from examples 
 Learn from mistakes 
 Share critical knowledge 
 Develop in self-confidence and awareness 
 Be assisted with, while taking responsibility for, your skills and career development 

This is not an exhaustive list, and each mentoring relationship will be unique. 

 

 

Setting goals and objectives 

Mentee reflective practice template 

The Vitae Research Development Framework 

 

 

Withdrawing from or ending a mentoring relationship 

As mentioned in the Stages of mentoring section, the end stage is a normal, natural part of the mentoring 
process and should be celebrated. This is part of the natural evolution of the mentoring relationship and 
may come at different times for different mentoring pairs. There may also times when a mentoring 
relationship is not working for the mentee or mentor or both. 

It is important that both the mentee and the mentor are aware that either are free to end a mentoring 
relationship at any time and for any reason. 
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Being a mentor 

Have you considered being a mentor yourself? 

Often early-career researchers do not think they have enough to offer as a mentor yet, but you really do. 
Aspiring researchers undertaking undergraduate, postgraduate, or doctoral studies benefit greatly from 
having mentors that a just a bit more senior to them, such as end-stage doctorates or post-docs. 

In addition, the experience of being a mentor is positive for many early-career researchers. 

 

Being a mentor yourself can… 

⭐ Boost your confidence. 

������ Help you manage your own mentoring relationship. 

⬆ Contribute to capacity development in your field. 

��� Raise your profile in your department, organisation, or wider research community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Photo by Christina (wocintechchat.com) @wocintechchat via unsplash.com 
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Part 3. Tools for mentees 
 

Part 3 comprises a set of tools and templates to use in establishing and participating a 
mentoring relationship. 

All tools and templates can be downloaded in Microsoft Word format from www.gacd.org 

 

 

Mentoring code of conduct 

Instructions for use 

Below is a code of conduct developed by the Africa Research Excellence Fund and used in their 
mentoring programmes. You are advised to use this code of conduct in your mentoring sessions. 

You can adapt the wording to suit your context. It may be prudent to discuss the content of this code of 
conduct with your mentor during your first session together and agree any edits in collaboration. 

 

The mentor’s role is to assist in the development of the mentee and to avoid imposing their own agenda. 

Mentees and mentors recognise the need for confidentiality and adhere to a level of confidentiality that is 
mutually acceptable and within the boundaries of a mentoring relationship. Confidentiality and boundaries 
should be discussed in the first meeting. 

Mentees and mentors agree a mutually acceptable schedule for meetings, email, and telephone calls (if 
relevant). 

Mentors will facilitate and encourage mentees to accept increasing responsibility for managing the 
relationship, and avoid the mentee becoming dependent on the mentor. 

The mentor should respect any topics or issues that the mentee considers sensitive, but also continue to 
help the mentee tackle issues that may relate to personally sensitive topics, with appropriate referrals. This 
is not a replacement for professional counselling. 

Mentee and mentor should review the mentoring relationship at agreed intervals to assess how it might be 
made more effective. 

Mentee and mentor share the responsibility to manage the end phase of the relationship and to agree how 
any further contact or communication should take place. 

All mentors and mentees will uphold values of research integrity, equality, diversity, and inclusivity, always 
being respectful and considerate of all backgrounds and characteristics throughout their mentoring. 

 

Mentee signature  Date  

    
Mentor signature  Date  

 

  

http://www.gacd.org/
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Tips for online mentoring sessions 

Instructions for use 

Below are some tips for arranging and using video chat services to conduct mentoring sessions. 

 

 Set up your profile and agree on the platform you are going to use, ideally in advance of your first 
mentoring session (e.g. Skype, Zoom, Teams, FaceTime, Whatsapp etc.). 

 Check that equipment is working (internet connection and A/V equipment) before the session 
starts. 

 Using video can enhance the experience as we can sometimes miss important visual cues if we are 
not able to see each other. However, it is recognised that this may not be possible due to 
connection issues, or personal preferences. Be understanding and respectful if this is the case. 

 If you have repeated technical problems, please reschedule the session if you can (for example, 
poor connection). 

 If possible, use a private space that is quiet and away from distractions and noise (for example, no 
pets or children; switch off your phone). However, if this is not possible, communicate openly 
about the possible distractions. 

 Avoid breaks during the meeting. 
 Have a back-up if one video chat service fails. 
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Setting goals and objectives 

Instructions for use 

Before mentees have that first important meeting with their mentor, they need to be able to explain 
what they want from them. If mentees know what their goals and objectives are, they will be able to 
explain what they want and need from the mentoring relationship. 

During initial discussions, the mentee and mentor should identify a series of goals that the mentee 
wishes to accomplish. Objectives need to be distinguished from an expression of general direction and 
overarching goals. Objectives must be clear and achievable and must provide a definition of success 
upfront. Clear and achievable objectives typically have five key characteristics: 

Specific: Clear, unambiguous, and focused on specific deliverables 

Measurable: Include milestones and markers to measure progress over time 

Achievable: Realistic but requiring a stretch 

Relevant: Aligned with the overarching goals of the programme 

Time-based: Include a time frame for achieving each specific objective 

 

Use the template below to record your SMART objectives and discuss them with your mentor during 
your first session together. An example is included. 

 

Objective Milestones Indicators of achieving 
the objective 

Total time frame 

Example 

To improve my skill 
and confidence in 
delivering 
presentations to 
large audiences. 

Within one month: Watch three 
talks on YouTube on relevant topics 
and take notes on the presenter’s 
approach; discuss with my mentor. 

Within two months: Prepare and 
deliver a five-minute presentation 
during a mentoring session and gain 
feedback from my mentor. 

Within six months: Deliver a 
presentation at my departmental 
meeting, with confidence and 
applying learnings over past six 
months. 

Lower anxiety before and 
during giving a 
presentation. 

Knowledgeable on how to 
prepare an engaging 
presentation. 

Competent in a new 
presentation software 
program (e.g. Prezi). 

Confident to volunteer for 
presenting opportunities 
within my team. 

Six months initially, 
with ongoing 
improvement 
thereafter. 
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First meeting questions 

Instructions for use 

During the first meeting there are many things that can be discussed if the meeting is planned properly. 
The mentee should lead the meeting; however, the mentor needs to be ready to help. Below are some 
helpful questions to use during the first meeting. 

 

 

 
 

  

What can you tell me about yourself to help me to get to know you better?

What do you think we need to do to make this mentorship work?

What are your hopes for this mentoring relationship?

What are the most important things you should be accomplishing in your role?

Do you feel successful in your role at this time? If not, what is preventing you from succeeding?

What do you like best about your job?

What are your career goals?

What have been the most significant learning experiences in your career?

What do you think most hinders your success?

How do you learn best?

What knowledge, skills and abilities do you feel I possess that would most benefit you?

What do you want from me?

How can I better understand what you need and how I can best help you?

What do you need right now today?

What is the best way to give you feedback?

What scares you?

What do you believe are your key strengths?

What talent do you feel you lack?
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Examples of mentoring session topics 

Instructions for use 

Below are some prompts for what to discuss during your mentoring sessions, organised by themes. This 
list is not exhaustive but may give you inspiration for your discussions. 

 

Theme Topic 

Preparing a grant Identifying funders and understanding requirements 

Developing compelling research questions and establishing strong contextual 
arguments for the research proposal. 

Planning the process and utilising a range of resources within the institution 
and beyond. 

Establishing and managing relationships with collaborators 

Motivated researcher Inspiring self-confidence and recognising existing skills and abilities 

Exploring motivation strategies 

Improving wellbeing and overcoming imposter syndrome 

Academic skills Sharing academic research strategies, tips and resources 

Organisation and data management hints and tips 

Navigating around the library and using research tools 

Community 
engagement 

Offering advice and guidance on research community events and opportunities 

Improving your research contacts and developing networking skills 

Overcoming obstacles Identifying and discussing barriers that prevent you from progressing in your 
research, and finding effective ways to overcome them 

Managing my time Advising on effective time management strategies 

Work-life balance 

Careers and 
professional 
development 

Working on an agreed professional development plan (PDP) objectives. These 
should be set by the mentee. 

Presenting and Publishing 

Planning to attend and present at conferences; promoting your research online 

Discussion about draft papers for publication and offering advice and guidance 
on suitable outlets for research outputs 

How’s my mentoring? Review how the mentoring is going; what the mentee has found useful and 
clarify any areas that they would like to go over again in future sessions 
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Mentoring session log 

Instructions for use 

It is a good idea for both mentors and mentees to keep a record of your meetings, noting what has been 
discussed and agreed, and the objectives for your next meeting. 

Below is a template you can use to summarise sessions and plan for future sessions. It is advisable to 
discuss this with your mentor. 

 

Date of session  

Areas for discussion (negotiated or recapped from last session) 

 

 

New aspects arising since last time 

 

 

Learning achieved 

 

 

Key actions agreed 

 

 

What was good about the session?  

 

 

What do I need to do differently next time? 
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Mentee reflective practice template 

Instructions for use 

The act of reflection is taking the time to think about experiences within your professional life and 
transforming them into meaningful learning opportunities that change your work or practice. Reflection 
is a personal process and does not have to be shared. However, sharing some reflections with your 
mentor may help deepen interpretations. 

You can use the template below to guide your reflections. Feel free to modify this template to suit your 
needs. 

Recommended reading 

 Reflectivity in research practice: An overview of different perspectives (Mortari, 2015): CLICK 
HERE 

 Reflective practice (Open University): CLICK HERE 
 Reflection toolkit (University of Edinburgh): CLICK HERE 

 

Date of session  

What topics or themes did you discuss during the session? 

 

 

What did you learn through the discussions? Do you have a new or changed perspective on any topics or 
issues? 

 

 

How does the learning relate to your mentoring objectives and your career goals? 

 

 

How do you plan to apply this session’s learning in your work or professional life? 

 

 

What challenges do you anticipate in applying the learning to your work or professional life? What 
options do you have for overcoming these challenges? 

 

 

 

  

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1609406915618045
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1609406915618045
http://www.open.edu/openlearn/ocw/mod/oucontent/view.php?id=64108&section=1
https://www.ed.ac.uk/reflection/reflectors-toolkit/reflecting-on-experience/gibbs-reflective-cycle
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The Vitae Researcher Development Framework  

Instructions for use 

The mentoring relationship is closely tied to professional development, and the mentor may help their 
mentee to identify areas to develop, current shortcomings, and opportunities to learn. The Vitae 
Researcher Development Framework is a handy reference tool for skills likely to be needed by the 
successful researcher. It can be a stimulus for discussion and future planning. 

The framework describes the knowledge, behaviours, and attributes of successful researchers. 

 

 Further information: www.vitae.ac.uk/researchers-professional-development/about-the-vitae-
researcher-development-framework 

 How to use the Researcher Development Framework: www.vitae.ac.uk/researchers-
professional-development/about-the-vitae-researcher-development-framework/researchers-
how-you-can-use-the-vitae-researcher-development-framework 

 

 

 
  

http://www.vitae.ac.uk/researchers-professional-development/about-the-vitae-researcher-development-framework
http://www.vitae.ac.uk/researchers-professional-development/about-the-vitae-researcher-development-framework
http://www.vitae.ac.uk/researchers-professional-development/about-the-vitae-researcher-development-framework/researchers-how-you-can-use-the-vitae-researcher-development-framework
http://www.vitae.ac.uk/researchers-professional-development/about-the-vitae-researcher-development-framework/researchers-how-you-can-use-the-vitae-researcher-development-framework
http://www.vitae.ac.uk/researchers-professional-development/about-the-vitae-researcher-development-framework/researchers-how-you-can-use-the-vitae-researcher-development-framework
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About the Africa Research Excellence Fund 
Who we are 

Professor Tumani Corrah founded the Africa Research Excellence Fund (AREF) to support the careers of the 
new generation of African researchers, giving them the stepping stones needed to become outstanding 
research leaders in their respective fields, ensuring that talent is retained in Africa to address the 
continent’s unique health research needs. 

Our vision 

Our vision is to improve the quality and impact of health research in Africa by building a community of 
inspired African health researchers who deliver world-class, life-saving research to all. 

 

Connect with us 

Website: www.africaresearchexcellencefund.org.uk 

Twitter: @AfrResExFund 

Contact: www.africaresearchexcellencefund.org.uk/contact 

 

 

About the Global Alliance for Chronic Diseases 
Who we are 

The Global Alliance for Chronic Diseases (GACD) is the first collaboration of major research funding agencies 
to specifically address chronic, non-communicable diseases. Together, the members of the alliance 
represent 80% of global public funding for health research. 

Our mission 

To reduce the burden of chronic non communicable diseases (NCDs) in low-and middle-income countries, 
and in indigenous populations facing conditions of vulnerability in high-income countries, by building 
evidence to inform national and international NCD policies and contribute to the achievement of the 
Sustainable Development Goals. 

 

Connect with us 

Website: www.gacd.org 

Twitter: @gacd_media 

Email: admin@gacd.org 

 

http://www.gacd.org/
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